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1.0     EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology, by which multiple optical 

channels can be simultaneously transmitted at different ^ravelengths through a single optical 

fiber, is a meful means of making full use of the low-loss characteristics of optical fibers over a 

wide-^^velength region. Besides its capability to efficiently exploit the huge tendwidth of single 

mode optical fibere, WDM is promising for constructing different levels of transparency to 

optical transmissions (i.e., independent of data bit-rate, nwdulation format, or proto(X)l), which 

permits excellent upgrading and backward conqjatibility of the current networks. This makes 

WDM the key technology tot tomorrow's developments in data, voice, imaging, and video 

communications. 

This BMDO/AFOSR spomored SBIR propam was to develop a single-mode wavelength 

division demultiplexer (WDDM), which would be optimired for the bit-parallel fiber optic 

network architecture developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The bit-paiallel 

wavelength divkion-multiplexing (BPW) scheme was developed at JPL [1-3] to overcome the 

limitations of current data communication technologies. Thfe «jheme encodes each bit of a byte 

as a pube of light with a different wavelength. These pulses are then combined into a single- 

mode fiber by a conventional WDM technique, along with a shepherd pulse, which travels along 

with the superimposed pulses and serves to maintain their alignment as they travel along the 

fiber through nonlinear optical processes. The JPL BPW architecture presents the opp)rtunfty for 

development of a cost-effective wavelength division multiplexing system to be marketed as a 

standard product for high performance computing network applications. The highlights of the 

achievements under this SBIR program are: 

*t* A ^ries of single-mode Wavelength Division Multiplexer/Demultiplexer units were 

designed and prototype modules were febricated and packaged. 

♦J* Established the specifications, and finalized the device structure of the WDDM for bit- 

parallel con5)uter architecture. 

♦♦♦ The bulk ruled reflection high-order Echelle gratings were employed to realize high 

dispereion, to achieve high diffraction efficiency within a wide spectral range, and low 

polarLration dependent loss (PDL), 



♦t* A diffraction limited triplet lens system was designed to serve the fiinctioM of 

simultaneously coUimation and focusing, so that, the device cost and sire were decreased 

dranmtically. 

*> A 33-channel fiber array with non-uniform channel spacing was designed to conqiensate 

the non-linear effect of angular dis|»rsion. 

<* Optical Fibers with graded index lens were designed and fabricated to expand the mode 

field diameter, which increases passband and relaxes the alignment tolerance. 

*> A thorough thermal aimlysis and optimfcation has l»en performed to  achieve 

athermalized WDM design and packaging. 

<* In order to fiirther broaden the passband to meet flie specification, a 40 channel 100 GHz 

interleaver-based DWDM were designed and a prototype vras built. 

<* The performance of the interleaver-based demultiplexer was tested. 

In briet this SBIR program was highly successful, and a few modules were con^letely 

packaged and tested. Professor Ray T. Chen contacted the JPL team on behalf of Omega Optics. 

Howeverj ft appears that JPL team has clored their program. A set of 32-channel WDM/WDDM 

modules were successfully used to demonstrate a high throughput bit-serial data transfer tetween 

two conq)utere for another program. The detailed fitml technical report for the project k 

presented herein. 



2.0     INTRODUCTION 

Within microprocessors and between chips and boards inside modem computers, data are 

transmitted in parallel using electronic signals traveling on wires. This becomes imfe^ible for 

long distance links, and therefore, long-distance networks use the conversion of parallel signals 

to a serial signal, which tmM be transmitted at a much higher rate than the signab imide the 

con^uter. This has placed a bottleneck in communications between computers. Various 

approaches have teen tried, but they usimlly suffer one of two consequences. If parallel-to-serial 

conversion is used, higher bandwidth can be obtained by sending packets of data over several 

links to the destination, and recombine these packets at the destination. However, packets may 

arrive out-of-order, which increases latency and makes the serial-to-parallel convereion a 

difficult task. If each bit of a parallel signal is traiwmitted through a separate parallel wire or 

optical fiber, the time synchroniration between parallel lines becomes difficult or impo^ible to 

maintain, due to signal skew. 

To address this tottleneck issue, an aE-optical bit-parallel WDM (wavelen^ divfaion 

multiplexed) single fite- link has been proposed [1-3]. This scheme is unlike the usiml WDM 

format, in which several data streams are imposed onto different wavelengths of light in separate 

fibers and then combined into one single fiber by an optical vravelength division multiplexer, the 

WDM. Thfa conventional format suffere the same limitation as an array of parallel optical fibers; 

because different wavelengths will travel at slightly different velocMes even in the same filwr, 

and the signals will arrive with dcew (loss of time synchronization). This prohibits the 

transmission of a byte as a ^t of synchronized pulses on different wavelengths, because they will 

not arrive at the receiver simultaneously and it will be impossible to rewjnstract the byte wfth an 

axeptable low error r^e. A new scheme is needed to avoid this problem. 

The bit-parallel (BP) WDM scheme avoids this skew problem by encoding ^ch bit of a 

byte as a pube of %ht with a different wavelength. Then these pul^s are combined into a 

single-mode fiber by a conventional WDM, along with a shepherd pulse, which travels along 

with the superimposed pul^s and serves to maintain their alignment as they travel along the 

fiber [1-2]. The shepherd pulse is the key concept [2], and is possible because of developments 

in nonlinear optics and the availability of powerfal laser diodes. The technical specifications for 
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the various con^nents and devices Imve been determined, and discussed in detail by the JPL 

group [3]. This SBIR project was to address the technical problems in the design and 

manufacture of the WDM con^onents needed to decode and convert the bit-parallel optical 

pulses into electrical pulses at the receiving end of the optical fiber link. 

2.1      BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE BIT-PARALLEL WDDM. 

For the JPL bit-parallel architecture, the 8 bits of a byte will be launched into a single 

optical fiber without parallel-to-serial conversion. These parallel pulses vdll be launched 

simultaneously on separate wavelengths. More than 8 channels are needed due to error 

correction schemes and/or the need for spare channels in case of failures in the transmitter or 

receiver. (10 wavelengths are needed in order to be con^atible with the Myrinet architecture, 

and 12 for HIPPI-6400.) Anticipating the use of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers in the long- 

distance links, the entire set of channels miwt lie in the band fi-om 1535 nm to 1560 nm. 

Separation between these channeb must thus be 2 nm or less, and for con^atibility wfth 

international stan(ter<te, will be chosen on the ITU channel grid [3]. 

In order to maintain the time aligmnent of the parallel pulses, a strong pul^ at 

wavelength 1542 nm will he launched into the fiber simultaneously with the bit-parallel pulses. 

Coming DS single-mode optical fiber 1ms been chosen for the demonstration project, and since it 

h^ a dispersion coefficient of around 2 p^/km, the pulses would tend to travel at different 

velocities and spread out (or ^parate) fi-om each other. However, the strong pulse will inters 

wfth the^ weaker pulses by a nonlinear effect, and will have the effect of keeping them all 

ahgned wfth each other, traveling along the fiber together. This effect nrotivates the designation 

of the strongest pute as the shepherd pul^. 

At the receiving end, the shepherd puke must be discarded, then the parallel pubes 

s^arated into different directions according to wavelength (by the wavelength division 

demultiplexer (WDDM)), mid then detected with fast photodetectors for conversion into 

electrical pulses. This ai«hftecture in^ses requirements on the WDDM device, which 

challenge the capabilities of previously-demonstrated devices in two respects.  The first m the 



need for single-mode as opposed to multimode operation, and the second is efficient output 

coupling to an optical fiber array or to a photodetwtor array. 

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and demultiplexing (WDDM) devices are 

considered to be two of the key elements for enhancing the transmission bandwidth of optical 

communications and sensor systems. During the past 20 years, various types of WDMs and 

WDD^ have been proposed and demonstrated [4-21]. Recently the technique for producing 

spatially multiplexed plmse gratings tesed on polymer-l^ed waveguide holograms for 

WD(D)M applications has been reported. Unlike electrical interconnects, WDM-based optical 

interconnect systems do not have an industrkl standard to set the operation protocol governing 

the wavelength ireparation. Different con^anies are using different wavelength separations that 

fit into the WDM technologies employed. For example, AT&T released a WDM module with a 

wavelength reparation of 0.6 nm centered at 1.55jim. Other WDMs such as the ones produced 

by 3M, POC and IBM have a wavelength ^jaration as large as 30 nm. Such a trend will 

continue until a unifying technolo^ spears. To achieve the set wavelength operations, 

different companies employ different working principles. Furthermore, due to the involvement 

of a myriad of different technologies in WDM design, the optoelectronic packaging wsues 

becon» conqjUcated, costly, and even vulnerable in some cares. This is primarily due to the 

involvement of free qiace optical interconnects in packaging design. 

In this Ph^e II research program, 32 and 40 channels single-mode wavelength division 

demultiplexere (WDDM) have been developed, which would be optimized for the bit-parallel 

fiber optic network archftecture. The high ctonnel counts make possible to support multq)le 8- 

bit parallel data simultaneously. There is an opportunity of commercialization of these WDDMs 

in the growing market of Denre-WDM fiber-optic communic^ions. 
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3.0    TECHNICAL OBJECTIVES 

In order to satisfy the needs of this particular BPW architecture, strict conqjonent 

requirements must be met, which motivates the contmued development of single-mode WDDM 

technology. 

<♦ Development of an input collimator/output-focusing lens, which could accq)t an input 

signal from a single-mode optical fiber and couple the output signals into corresponding 

output fibers simultaneously. 

♦ The proper design of a bulk diffraction grating with the maximum diffraction efficiency 

and minimisKd pobrization dependent loss. The bandwidth of this grating should cover 

the whole C land (1528 to 1560 nm). 

♦ The design and fabrication of an outpirt single-mode fiber optic array to compensate the 

non-linear effect of angular dkpereioiL 

<♦ Thermal analysis and optimi2ation to realize athermali^d WDDM devices. 

*> Design graded index lensed fibere to broaden the optical passband of single-mode 

WDDM, which k very important for maximizing spectral efficiency and retaxing the 

tolerance on wavelength control. 

*t* Design and fabricate product packaging. This is the most challenging objective. 

Successfiil athermalired packaging design offere the potential to make a cost-effective 

product for data and telecommunications in defense and commercial narkets 

♦ Device clwr^teri^tion and performance measurement 

♦♦♦ Improve optical design and achieve i^sband teoalened DWDM 

Only by developing these new features of WDDMs can the specific requirements of the 

JPL bit-parallel ShuffleNet architecture be met. 

11 



4.0     THE WDDM SPECIFICATIONS 

Number of channels 

Fiber connections 

Channel center frequencies 

Channel spacing 

Bandpass for 196.1 THz channel 

Adjacent-channel isolation 

Data transmission bit rate 

Insertion loss 

Return loss 

Storage temperature range 

Dimensions 

Frequent accura^ 

Polarization-dependent loss 

Operating temperature range 

32 or 40 

Single-mode, Coming type SMF-28 

191.2 THz to 194.3 THz: in 0.1 THz steps. 

(1542.52 to 1567.53 nm) 

100 GHz 

3 dB points: 25 GHz typical 

IdB points: 13.75 GHz typical 

40dB min., 45 dB typical, anywhere within bandpass. 

at le^ 10 G bit/sec (3 dB point), any channel 

6 dB max, 4.5 dB typical, all channels at center 

wavelengths 

< 1.25 dB, all channels at center wavelengths 

-40 dB max. 

-5 to +60° C 

-40 to +B5°C 

266.7x76.2x22.9 mm (10.5x3.0x0.9 inch) 

+6.3 GHz 

(Each channel over entire operating tenq)eratiire range) 

12 



5.0 COMPETING APPROACHES TO (MUXS)/(DEMUXS) 

There are several competing technologies for making MUXs/DEMUXs under active 

developed [4]. These technologies include multiplayer dielectric thin-film filters, Bragg grating 

filters [5-10], phased-array-waveguide-gratings [11-17], and difl&action gratings [18-21]. The 

important characteristics of WDMs used in telecommunication systems are in^rtion loss, 

polariMtion dependent loss (PDL), tenqjerature effect, passband flatness, crosstalk, packaging 

si^, and cost. Brief physical bases of these different technologies are provided. 

5.1 Interference fitten 

Thin-fihn dielectric devices are the most brolly deployed filters for low-channel-count 

DWDM systems in the 400- and 200-GHz channel spacing regime. As Figure 5.1 shows, two or 

more resonant cavities are separated by reflective dielectric tWn-film layers, which have quarter- 

wave thickness, and alternating high and low indices. 

Incident Reflected 
light beam 

High -reflectance 
multilayer 

Xll space layer 

High -reflectance 
multilayer 

Transmitted beam 

Fig. 5.1    Interference filter. 

These resonant cavities form a bandpass filter, transmitting a specific wavelength and 

reflecting all other wavelengths. This nature technology offers good temperature stability 

(<0.002 nm/^C), channel-to-channel isolation, and a flat passband. It's primary challenge w to 

decrease the clwnnel spacing to 100 GHz and below, with good yield, as well as increasing the 

clmnnel count beyond 16. 
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5.2      Arrayed waveguide giatings (AWGs) 

The principle of array waveguide gratings (AWGs) is interferometry. Figure 5.2 shows 

the structure of an array waveguide WDM [22]. The wavelength-dependent phase delays are 

caused by the length differences of the arrayed waveguides. The varied wavelengths with 

different phase interfere with each other in such a manner tlmt each wavelength achieves 

nmximum energy at a designed position. The separated wavelengths can be coupled into a fiber 

array. Since AWGs are fabricated using stander IC technologies, these devices lend thenuelves 

to high integration and comequently large channel counts, Channel spacings are typically 100 

GHz, although 50 GHz devices are also available. But temperature stability is often a concern, 

requiring ^tive temperature twntroller. 

Array of waveguides 

Xl+ A,2+ ..%n 

Fig. 5.2   Array waveguide grating 

5.3      Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) 

The dispereion in fiber Bragg grating is achieved by periodically varying the index of 

refraction of a fiber segment. Figure 5.3 shows how the fiber gratings are made. The periodic 

variation of index is formed by exposing the Oermano-silicate core of the fiber to an intense 

periodic ultra-violet (UV) pattern. Inrertion loss and uniformity of fiber Bragg grating based 

devices are very good because they are febricated from standard single-mode fil»r. The long- 

term stability is an issue due to the stability of tuning. 

14 



h 
Grating   Cladding       Core (n) 

Fig. 5.3    A fiber is exposed under UV light to create index modulation [22]. 

5.4      Diffraction-gmtings 

DiffiBCtion-grating devices feature a finely ruled grating that diffracts the incident beam 

into different angles and positions. As shown in Figure 5.4, e^h wavelength channel 

corresponds to a unique diffraction angle, and that can he collected by individual fibers. Our 

approach focuses on diffiaction pating-based DWDM. This technology has ^veral major 

^vantages, including low and uniform insertion loss across the entire passband, superior 

crosstalk, accurate wavelength, athermal performance and scalability. The low channel count 

devices can be upgraded to high-count devices simply by installing moi« fibere. Table 5.1 gives 

a comprehemive con^arison among technologies for making MUXs/DEMUXs [23]. 

Incident light beam 

^1    Diffi-acted 
hi   wavelengths 

BLAZE ANGLE, # 

Fig. 5.4    Diffraction grating based WDM; different wavelength fe diffracted into 
different angles and positions 
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TABLE 5.1 COMPARISON AMONG VAMOUS TECHNOLOGIES FOR 

MAKING DWDMS [23] 

Technologies Advantages Dkadvantages 

Thin-film 
dielectric 
interference 

Mature technology 

Good temperature stability 

Good wavelength selectivity 

Very good PDL 

Flat passband 

Difficult to product narrow 
channel spaced filters (<100GHz) 

Insertion loss is not uniform for 
high channel counts 

Filters can only be manufwrtured 
for a fixed wavelength 

Not scalable 

Planar array 
Waveguide 

Uses IC fabrication processes. 

Scalable to high channel counts 

Can integrate multiple fiinctions on a 
single chip 

Difficult fiber interfece 

Capital-intensive 

Requires large imfr^ructure 

Need temperature controller 

Fiber Bragg 
Gratings 

Mature technology Mechanical stability problem 

High back reflection; must IKC 

isolator. 

Fused, cascaded 
Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometere 

Low insertion loss and polarization 
effects 

Can produce very narrow channel 
spaced devices 

Easy coupling to fiber 

Generates filter "comb" rather ttai 
wavelength-specific filter 

High channel count devices 
require cascoied devices resulting 
in a larger form f^tor device. 

Diffiaction 
Gratings 

Low & uniform insertion Loss 

Best crosstalk, less than-40dB 

Good temperature stability 

Scalable 

Devices can be bulky 

Typically used in a free space 
mode requiring careful assembly 
techniques. 
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6.0 DIFFRACTION GRATING BASED WDDM CONFIGURATION 

6.1 WORKING PRINCIPLES 

In regard to the structure of grating-based MUXs/DEMUXs there are two main types: the 

Czemy-Tumer structure, which has different lenses for input and output, and the Littrow 

structure, which has one common lens. The structure for the C^my-Tumer type WDM is 

shown in Figure 6.1. Light signals with different wavelengths from different channels are 

launched into a fiber array. The light signals from the fiber array are collimated in different 

directions by a lens and the grating diflBracts these beanw in a given direction. Another lens 

focuses the light beams into a single fiber. This operates as a multiplexer. When the directions 

are reversed, the device fonctions as a demultiplexer, in which light signals with different 

wavelengths traveling in a single fiber are collimated by a lens and guided in different direction 

by a grating. Another lens launches the^ beams into separate fibers. 

Input 
signals 

Lens 
Output 
signal       J^X 

Fiber 
array 

Grating 

Fig. 6.1    The diagram for the structure of the Cremy Turner ^eWDM. 

To examine the operating principle of the Littrow structured grating-based WDM 

multiplexere/demultiplexers, we refer to the structure shown in Figure 6.2. An input fiber and 

multiple outpirt fibere are arranged on the focal plane of the lens. Wavelength-multiplexed hght 

signals from the input fiber are collimated by the lens, and reach the diffraction grating.  The 
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light is angularly dispersed, according to diflferent wavelengths, and simultaneously reflected. 

Then the different wavelengths pass through the lens and are focused to their corresponding 

output fibers. Each wavelength is fed to one individual output fiber. This fanctions as a 

demultiplexer. When working in the revere direction, the device serves as a multiplexer. Since 

Littrow WDM multiplexers/demultiplexers use fewer con^wnents, they are more cost-effective- 

Diffracted 

•N 

Incident beam, XifX2»»X Diffraction 
grating 

V-groove 

Fig. 6.2.   The diagram for the structure of the Littrow type WDM. 

6.2      KEY PARAMETERS 

Some of the key parametere are indepeMent of the multiplexing/demultiplexing 

structure. An optimal design must take into Mcount the following constraints: (a) nominal 

wavelengths or frequencies of each clMnnel; (b) number of channels; (c) channel separation, in 

wavelengths or frequency; (d) passing tendwidth of each channel, or channel capacity; (e) 

imertion loss; (f) the transmission spectrum over the passing bandwidth of each channel; (g) 

isolation among channels, or the power level due to crosstalk; (h) pokriration-dependent loss 

(PDL); (i) for passive devices, sensitivities due to ambient ten^rature, pressure, humidity 

variation, etc.; (j) return loss (RL); (k) the power damage threshold, or the maximum optical 

power for each channel; and (1) pulse-broadening of the device. Such other issues as physical 

geometry, weight, input/output interfeces, and greater or lesser cost depending on applications 

also directly affect the choice of design sp^es. 
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WDM systems for telecommunication tend to use a lOOGHz frequency grid centered at 

193.1 Fife optical frequency, aiming at a lOGbs capacity per channel, as recommended by ITU- 

T. TMs constrains the choice of (a)-(c) even though devices with channel spacing less than 

50GHz have been developed. Much wider channel spacing for shorter-distance data 

communication may be a good con^romi^ for operational and economic reasons. For grating- 

Imsed WDM multiplexere/demultiplexers these parameters are mostly determined by the 

dispersion ability of the grating, subject to the constraints of the physical sire of the device. The 

loss spectrum of a passive device is generally sufficient to characterize the requirements (d)-(h) 

above, when appropriate out-cx)upling interfaces are taken into consideration. In the remaining 

part of this section we discuss theire terms in detail with ejqjerimental data obtained in our efforts 

to optimi2» the design for grating based WDM multiplexers/demultiplexers. Material election 

and engineering are aim important elements by means of which the j^rformance of the device is 

optimized. In practice, pw^kaging issues should be comidered along with the other criteria. 

Such other issues as return loss, pulse broadening or bit rate, power damage threshold, 

physical she and weight, and cost affect the design of devices. As a rule of thumb in fiber optics, 

a polished end angle of 8 degrees will reduce the return IOIK to tetter than 40 dB for a single- 

mode devices. Since the grating-ba^d WDM multiplexer/demultiplexer works on the principle 

of grating dispereion, when a light pulse passes through the device, the pulse will be broadened. 

The pul^ broadening can be reduced by contracting the device. TTie physical size and weight can 

be reduced by increasing the angular dispersion ability of the device. A good WDM 

multiplexer/demultiplexer must optimias all the key parameters disciK^ above. 

63      DEVICE CONFIGURATION 

A simplified diagram of the optics of the DEMUX is shown in Figure 6.3. Thirty-two- 

channel WDM wavelengths were introduced into the DWDM device by a single-mode fiber with 

an FC coimector, and then were coUimated by an optimirod diffraction limited triplet lens. The 

mme lens fimctioM as the focming lens for the demultiplexed signals. We used a 22"*-order 

echelle grating to demultiplex 32 optical signals within the C band with 100-GHz channel 

spacing. The working wavelength range was from 1542.94 to 1567.95 nm at the vacuum. The 

ITU fiber-optic telecommunications channel standard [24, 25] determined the wavelength 
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choice. In order to eliminate multiple alignments for individual fibers and to increase throughput, 

we deployed a 33-channel silicon V-grooved fiber array, which w^ designed to have variable 

fiber spacing because of the nonlinear effect of the angular dispersion [26]. The one-layer fiber 

array has one input single-mode fiber at one end to introduce the multiplexed signab, and 32- 

single-mode output fibers to receive the 32 demultiplexed signals. The spacing of the fiber array 

was designed to be non-uniform varying from 140.1 to 164.4 pm to obtain accurate center 

wavelength within the ITU grid. 

Diffraction Grating 

Input Fiber 

Opticj^is 

Graded-lndex      outpiit Fibers    Refocusing Lens 
Lensed Fiber       to Receivers 
Array 

Fig. 6.3    The simplified schematic drawings of a 32-channel single-mode-in and 
single-mode-out DWDM. 

6.3.1     H%h-oi^er echelle grating design principle and pai^metere 

A high-order echelle grating has several special properties, which make it an excellent 

diflfraction con^nent for WDM dififraction. Most apparent is its high dispersion, which permits 

contact optical systems with a high throughput and high resolution. In addition, because it is 

never used far from the btaze direction, the grating efficiency remains relatively high over a large 

spectral range. Furthermore, when the grating h operated sA higher orders, it is nearly free of the 

polarization effect. Under tibe Littow mount condition, when the incident angle is the same as the 

diffraction angle, another usefiil property comes into play: one lens can both collimate and focus 

simultaneously, resulting in lower cost and decreased packaging size for the WDM system. 

Usually, the higher the grating order, the smaller the polarization effect of the grating. 

But any given grating order k also limited by certain factors such as its working spectral range. 

We calculated the corresponding grating working order to ojver the C band spectral range (from 

1528 nm to 1560 nm). When the extremes of the C band are represented by ^=1528 nm and 
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lj=1560 nm, the formula for calculating the grating order for a certain spectrum range can be 

e^qjressed as 

m A (6.1) 

So that the s|x«trum of the C band signal A^ operatii^ at order m does not overlap with the 

spectrum of signal Xiwhen operating at m+l order, m must be less than 47. On the other hand, 

we must leave room to folly reduce the noise caused by the scattering of ^jacent orders. 

We chose 22 as the grating working order, and the grating groove spacing (ISfim) is 

large compared to the operating wavelength (LSpm). This in turn implies that scalar theory of 

diffraction may be used. A groove fecet m a small mirror or a small prism, but behaves in the 

same way as a large one. When the widths of the grooves are conqiarable with the wavelength of 

light this assumption m no longer valid, because the oscillations of the electrons are impeded or 

curtailed by the boundary of the fecet. In practice when the groove spacing is less than about 

three times the wavelength, the efficiency curves for the two pokri^tions differ dramatically, 

and the "blare wavelengths" differ. Figure 6.4 shows our measurements of the grating efficiency 

across all working wavelengths. The grating efficiency varies from 45%-80% within the whole 

%    '%    %    %    %    %    ''%    %    %    ^^ 
Wm^ngtti (Micron^ 

Fig. 6.4    Diffraction efficiency of the 22"** echelle grating 
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working wavelength range (1542.95-1567.95 nm). By using 22'^-order grating, the diffiaction 

efficiency is almost independent of the polarization of incident light. The reflection grating 

diffraction equation is [27] 

«A(sin^. -sm0j) = mA, (6.2) 

where in, incident angle is 0^, diffraction angle is 0^, fecet angle is #, where all three are 

measured from the grating normal; m is the order of diffraction, X the wavelength, A is the 

groove spacing, and n is the refraction index of the medium containing the incident and 

diffracted rays. Here, n=l. We found the angular dispereion by taking the first-order derivative 

of^, 

d0.       mi0,-sm0^ 
-~ = '    ^   ' ■ (6.3) 

For the Littrow condition 0^=-0^^ and angular dfepersion is 

d0,    l^aiO, 

The larger the diffiaction angle, the greater the angular diqiersion. In our design of the 

32-channel DEMUX, the incident and diffraction angles are 0^= -0^= 62.4* at the center 

wavelength of 1555.75 nm, which is the 1^ channel of our device. The angular dfapersion of the 

grating at the central wavelength was 0.152*'/nm. 

Blared grating redirects the incident hght in the direction of a choren diffiacted order if 

emh groove m formed appropriately. Thus in a reflection grating each groove consists of a small 

mirror inclined at an appropriate angle. The blaze condition is satisfied when the angle of 

incidence with respect to the facet normal is equal to the angle of reflection from the f^et (See 

Fig. 6.5); i.e. 

^,-# = drf+#; 6.5) 
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e.-e. 
or     0^=0^-2^ (6.6) 

Facet normal 
\     Grating normal 

Incident beam    • 
Diffracted beam 

d sin ^ 

Fig. 6.5    Configuration of a bla^xi grating 

Considering tlie Littrow mouirt, 5}=-% so ^=0d, which is the situation depicted in Figure 6.6. 

The grating blaze angle was 64". 

dsin^ 

Fig. 6.6    A blared grating used in the Littow mounting 

6.2      Optical d^ign 

Figure 6.7 shows a cross section of the optics of the demultiplexer. The vertical line at 

the left of this figure is the focal plane, and the front end of the fiber array (not shown) is in this 

plane. Light leaves the input fiber and is collimated by the lens. The grating disperses the light 

angularly into its constituent frequencies; the wys of one sigiml are shown in the diagram. The 
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light for this frequency, 194.3THz, is focused by the lem onto an output fiber. For simplicity, 

rays for the other 31 channels are not shown. 

Fig. 6.7    The optical layout of the demultiplexer. All the optical desigm for lens, fiber 
array, and grating are good for demultiplexing 32 wavelength within C band. 

Because the size of the device is es^ntially proportional to the spacing of the fibers, which is 

only 140.1 \im, the fiber spacing could have been reduced to less than this value, with a 

consequent reduction in sire and weight of the device. 

The lens 'm telecentric, i.e. the input team and all output beams are nearly parallel to the 

optical axis. This feet has important consequences. First, insertion loss is minimized tecause all 

of the outpxit beams are perpendicular to their respective fiters. Second, the frequency of a 

channel is invariant with respect to changes in focus. Since there are small changes ui tocm with 

ctoiges in ten^jerature, the fi«quency will not be a fimction of tenqierature. 

The linearity of the angular dispereion among dififerent wavelengths is critical for 

achieving uniform channel qiacing, and then uniform passtend. Equation (6.3) sho^re that 

angular disi^rsion is not a linear fimction of diffraction angle. The condition for aihieving Hnear 

angular dispersiom among different channels can be found by taking the second-order derivative 

of the dififiaction angle, le. 

d^0j _ sin ^pSin 0^ (cos^^ - sin ^^ ) 
dAf X mi 0^ (6.7) 

When tte diffraction angle in the air is zero, the test angular dispersion linearity can te 

achieved.  In our design 0^= 62.4*0, so the spacing was non-linear and varied from 140.1 to 

164.4 ^m. Figure 6.8 shows the spacing between each individual channels 
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The focal length/of the lens can be calculated by Equation (6.8) once the fiber spacing 

Ay and wavelength increment AA between ^jacent channels is known. 

/ 
Ay (6.8) 

AA  2 tm   0 

The above formula shows that the focal length of the lens is directly proportional to the 

fiber spacing and to the tangent of the angle of diflfr^tiorL Thus, in order to make the lens small, 

one can use closely spaced fibers and a targe diffraction angle. For blazed grating, the 

diffraction angle k approximately equal to the blaze angle ^. For the center wavelength 

1=1555.75 |im, M,=O.B nm, Ay=l5l.6[im, we can obtain f=72.5 mm. 

150 
o 

135 

'       y, '^^.•'-^-•.   ~i»   ,»^ *jf*A »*•'»-■•        F* 

"at.        .. 

's^; 
?SvS^-: 

-n ll... 

10 15 20 

Channel Number 

30 

Fig, 6.8   Non-uniform channel spacing of fiber array 

The spot diagram for channel 1,2,16, 31,32 is shown in Figure 6.9. The spots across the 

whole wavelength range are diffraction limited. The average Ught spot diameter is lO^im, raiwh 

smaller than the core size of graded-index tensed fiber (45|im). This factor eased the lateral and 
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longitudinal alignment greyly. Since the mode field diameter of this special fiber was increased, 

the numerical aperture is decreased to 0.032 restricting the tolerance of the angular alignment. 

45nm 

1542.522 1543.319 1555.329 1566.712 1567.531 
Fig. 6.9    The spot diagram for the difl&TOted wavelengtlM at two ends and the middle 
of the spectral range. The circles outside of individiml spots represents the core size of 

graded indexed lens fiber. 
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7.0 GRADED INDEX LENSED FIBER DESIGN FOR PASSBAND 
BROADENING 

7.1 Passband broadening 

Broadening and flattening of the passband in WDM is key to maximizing spectral 

efficiency and relaxing the tolerance on wavelength control in the networks [27]. Typical 

grating-based WDMs have passbands or spectral responses that are generally highly peaked with 

a slow roll-off in their wavelength response. This effect results from the diffraction respoEse of 

the ^sociated grating element that ^parates the wavelengths, from the transmission respond of 

intervening optical lens elements, and from the receiving optics. Such responses do not use the 

foil bandwidth of the most multiplexers and demultiplexers. As a result, it is often difficult to 

specify wavelength tolerances for associated components such as laser light sources, anylifiers 

and other optical con^nents. 

The width of the optical passband is mainly determined by the filling ratio "F", i.e., the 

ratio of the receiving fiber core diameter to the distance between the centers of two neighboring 

fibers. The larger this ratio, the larger the passband. In order to increase passband, one can etther 

increase the core diameter or decrease the central spiling between adjacent output fibers. The 

output image reshaping and broadening approach [29,30] has teen used for array waveguide- 

tesed WDM. For diflfr^;ion grating based WDM, in order to increase core diameter or increase 

mode field diameter (MFD), one can use themmlly expanded core fibeis [31, 32], use graded- 

index lei^sd fibere [33-36], or defocm the focused beam spots at the focal plane [37]. In order to 

decrease the fiber spacing, we can strip the coating or etch the cWding to the smallest allowable 

size. But one can neither increase the core diameter nor decrease the channel spacing without 

limitation. There is an intrinsic trade-off between passband and crosstalk. A lower crosstalk 

requires a wider separation between the output fibers and, therefore, necessarily higher linear 

dispersion, resulting in proportionally narrow toidwidth. 

The Littrow mount geometry of the WDM design provided aberration-free image 

systems. The light spots of diffracted beams are almost identical in size to the cores of the fibers. 

In thk case, the optimized value of this ratio F=K).667, 
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Figure 7.1 shows the geometrical layout of the fiber array. D is the fiber cladding diameter, d is 

the fiber core diameter; and b is the distance between the centers of two adjacent fibers. For the 

most compact fiber array layout, b=D, For typical single-mode fibers, the value of 

Coating 

.d adding 

Fig. 7.1    Geometrical layout of fibers in compact fiber array. 

d is approximately 9.5 \im; cladding diameter D is 125 jim, which means b is usually not smaller 

than 125 jim. The resulting filling ratio is: 

95 
F = ^^ = 7.6% 

125 
(7.1) 

For a 100-GIfa (O.Smn) single-mode DWDM, the corresponding 3dB passland is only 

0.06nm. Generally, one needs a 0.2nm 3-dB passband to compensate the wavelength shifts in 

laser sources. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance to find solutions for broadening the 

passtend of grating-based single-mode DWDM. 

7.2      Design of Graded-index tensed flbera (GILFs) 

Cascading a graded-index fiber (GIF) to a single-mode fiber to either expand or reduce 

the mode field diameter (MFD) of the single mode fiber has teen reported for fiber/waveguide 

[34] and laser/fiber coupling [35]. For WDM application, one can use GIFs as spot expander to 

incre^e the IdB optical passtaid. 
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Figure 7.2 shows the beam propagation through lens media [38]. The input plane 

contains the end fece of a single-mode fiber and the beam wafet Wm; the outpxit plane contains the 

final l«am waist Wout which is formed after passing through a square-law lens medium. The 

square-low dependence of the refractive index of the lens media can be eiqjressed as: 

«'(r) = «(l-gV^)^ (7.2) 

where, w is the refractive index on the lens axis, and r is the radial position from the axis. 

The focusing parameter g can be expressed as 

V2A 
S = ^—, (7.3) 

where in, A is the relative refractive index difference between the core axis and its perimeter at r. 

When the fiber-lens is fiised to a single mode fiber directly, the final waist size and its 

location can be expressed as [39]: 

w„„, = j T' (7.4) 
ng^,„ (sin' (gd) + ( ^-f cos' (gd)f 

Mw^ ng 

nS-i i—f)^gd)m^gd) 
and        z.=    ■       "'"^    ^ . (13) 

ngism\gd) + ( ^)' cos' {gd)) 
im^ ng 

A quarter-pitch length of graded-index fiber mi% as a collimator that can eiqjand mode 

field diameters (MFDs) of single-mode filers (SMFs). Figure 7.3 shows the direct cascading of a 

single mode fiber and a graded-index multimode fiber. 
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Input plane 

;ore 

-^ 
Single Mode Fiber 

z=0 z=z. w 

Fig. 7.2    Beam propagation through lem media following Kogelnik's ABCD law. 

The period (1 pitch) of a ray trajectoiy is given by 27t/g. Substituting the length of a 

quarter pitch rf=ji/2g in Equations (7.4) and (7.5), yields Zy, =0, and Equation (7.6) can be 

derived: 

mg 
(7.6) 

Thw rektiomhip indicates that the product of the input and output mode-field diameters is 

inversely proportional to focusing parameter g. If the input MFD is smaller than the fundamental 

MFD of the graded-index fiber (GIF) it will expand; if larger, it will contract. So g is a 

significant parameter. From Equation (7.5), one can find out that smaller the value of difference 

Standard SMF A quarter-pitch GIF 

2win4 i 
4         '-^—           _ 

♦ 
2w, out 

Fig. 7.3    Cascading a SMF with a quarter-pitch length of GIF. 

in refi-active index A, the smaller will be g. Figure 7.4 shows the respective different 

output MFDs when varying the value of g and the MFDs of a input fiber. If a standard single 

mode fiber (MFD=10.2 jim) is cascaded with a Coming multimode fiber having core diameter of 
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SO/mt (g=0.053), the output MFD of GILF has a value of 24.3jim; if a standard single mode fiber 

is cascaded with a Coming multimode fiber having core diameter of 62.5nm (g=0.0057J, the 

8 10        12 

Inpirt MFD (urn) 
20 

Fig. 7.4 Output MFD of a grMed-index leiwed fiber with different values of g. When 
g=0.0033, for dispersion shifted fibers (MFD = 7.6 nm at 1555nm), the output MFD is 
57 Jim; for the standard single mode fiber (MFD =10.2|im), the oirtput MFD is ~ 47jim. 

output MFD of the GiLF is 22.9jinL This figure clearly shows that, for a given the input MFDs, 

the smaller the value of g,(i.e, the smaller the value of A), the larger the output MFDs can be 

obtained. 

The different output MFDs was also calculated by varying the MFDs of input fibers 

while keeping the ^ue for g fixed For instance, if dispersion-shifted fibers (DSFs), which have 

a smaller MFD (7.6nm), are c^caded to specially made graded-indexed fibers (GIFs) 

(g=0.0033), larger outpxrt MFDs (57|Am) are obtained.   On the other hand, if standard single- 
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mode fibere are cascaded to the same GIFs, the output-MFDs are only 40|j,m When one 

decreases the value of g to 0.028, the outpirt MFDs can reach 47nm. Therefore, the conclusion is 

that DSF or GIF with a smaller value of g are always preferable to ej^and the output MFDs in 

GILF design. The GILFs in WDM design have MFDs of 47 jim. The filling ratio ^ras increased 

from 8.2% to 38%. 
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8.0 THERMAL STABILITY ANALYSIS AND COMPENSATION 

When ten^rature changes, the insertion loss and center wavelength nmy change 

accordingly. The center wavelength shift is caused mainly by the change of groove spacing of 

the grating. The change of insertion loss is due to the thermal variation in lens focal length, and 

the image shift in vertical direction caused by the difiference of coefficient of thermal ejqjansion 

(CTE) of lens and its supporting material It is shown in this section that it is possible to 

eliminate or reduce the thermal effect by care&l optical design, and selection of the materials for 

making the pating, lens, and hoiking. 

8.1 Central wavelength shift of individual channels 

The thermal expansion of the grating can be calculated by equation (8.1) 

A = Ao(l + /ff-Ar) (8.1) 

Where p is the CTE of grating, AT is the temperature change. A^uming the incident and 

diffiaction angle remain constant with ten^rature, and combining the temperature derivative of 

Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (8.1), one can easily find the wavelength shift caused by ten^ierature change: 

ta = pXt^ (16) 

For a ten^rature changes within a certain range, the larger the CTE of grating, the greater ib the 

shift in central wavelei^h. The grating substrate en^jloyed has ultra low CTE. The CTE is zero 

from 0-35*C, and is less than 0.06 xlO"*/ **C for ten^rature higher than 35'*C (which is 1180 

times less than the CTE of BK7, which is 7.1xlO"*/K [13]). At X=1550nm, if tenqjerature 

changes from 20 to 60*'C (AT=40''C), the central wavelength change M,=K).037nm. 

8.2 Insertion loss change 

The change of insertion loss with ten^rature ^ffiation is mainly due to the change of 

lens focal length and vertical and lateral image shift. 
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8.2.1     Change in lens focus 

The thermal performance of the lens shown in Figure 6.5 was anal^ed, and it was found 

tlrat its focus relative to the end of the fiber mount varied with ten^rature. Referring to Figure 

8.1, the change in back focal length A^ due to a change in temperature hT mmt Iw equal and 

opiwsite to the change in length Az„ of the portion of the teseplate that lies between the lens and 

the fiber nwunt. That is. 

¥,=-^^. (8.3) 

In order to correctly calculate thermal changes in the WDDM, one must consider thenml 

changes in the refractive index of each lens element, the thermal eiqjansion of the lens elements, 

the thermal expansion of the spacers between the optical parts, and the thermal expansion of the 

grating period. All of these parametere were handled by the optical design software (ZEMAX) 

that was used for WDM optical design, so fliat we were able to accur^ely simulate thermal 

changes of Irack focal length and overall optical performance. 

up 

fiber 
holder 

fiber 
support 

lens support 

baseplate 

Fig. 8.1    A simplified cross-sectional view of the section of a DEMUX that includes 
the lens and the fiber holder. 

Because available optical glasses have wide variations in the first derivative of the 

refractive index with respect to ten^jerature, one is able to select a glass or glasses for tte lens 

elements that not only will satfafy Eq.(8.3) for a chown baseplate material, but will also provide 
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an opportunity for the lens to he aberration-corrected over the entire temperature range. That is, 

we have been able to folly optimize our lenses to have athermal performance, comidering the 

effect of ejqjansion in the lens spacers and the mount. This is a considerable improvement, 

compared to the conventional approach of merely keeping the efifective focal length or the back 

focal length constant. 

S.2.2     Image shift in vertical direction 

A simplified cross sectional view of a typical diffraction grating-tesed DWDM k shown 

in Figure 8.2. The image shift in vertical direction can be expressed as: 

M = -^DATifi,-fi^). (8.4) 

Where, D k the diameter of lens, AT is the ctoige of temperature, Ptand pM are the CTE of lens 

and fts supporting parts. Equation (8.3) iMicates that, when the temperature changes within a 

certain range, the better matched the CTE of the lens and its supporting materiab is, tte less is 

the image shift, and therefore, the lesser is the insertion loss change. 

grating 

/   ^backing 
/     plate 

basepl 

Fig. 8.2    A simplified cross sectional view of a typical grating-based DWDM. The 
dispereion is in the y-z direction, and the y-axis points away fiom the reiser's eye. 

The differential e^qiansion in the vertical direction is directly proportional to the ICM 

diameter, aj that thermal problems become severe iot large leiwes unl^s the expansion 

coefiBcients of the lens elements are nearly equal to each other and to that of the support. For the 

dense multi-nwde DWDM (Z)=18mm), we used stainless steel as supiKJrting material for all the 

parts whose CTE is 9.9x10'*/K. We chose F7 as leiK material since it h^ almost the ^me CTE 
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(9,8xlO'^/K) as stainless steel. Its image shift is 0.072 yon, which can 1» ignored con^ared to 

the fiter core diameter (9,5 jim). 

8.2.3     Image shift in dupereion direction 

BecaiKe the WDM system is symmetric in lateral direction, the image shift in lateral 

direction is nminly caused by the ctoige of central wavelength. 

The lateral inmge shift Ay can be ejqjressed m: 

hy = ^   "^ (8.5) 

Where, AX is the shift of working wavelength cau^d by temperature variation. Combining 

equation (6.4) and (8.2), one can easily obtain the relation between lateral image shift and CTE 

of grating material and tenqjerature change. 

Ays2^.Ar./.tan% (8.6) 

It is obvious that the larger the difflaction angle or the larger the CTE of grating materkl, 

the greater the lateral image shift with ten^rature. In our design, we use ULE grating which 

effectively suppressed the image kteral shift to 0.12nm. It can be ignored (»nsidering the large 

core sws of fiters. 

The optical performance of the demultiplexer was difi&action-limited at all wavelengths 

and invariarrt with ten^wrature. It k expected that this design have IKJ olservable changes in 

insertion loss wfth tenqjerature, provided the alignment is maintained. A WDDM csm give 

excellent performance at room tenjperature, but still 1» misaligned. This misalignment can cau^ 

significant changes in signal as the tenqierature changes. Thus, it may be necessary to check 

that, at room tenqjerature, an alignment parameter is near the center of its range, not merely 

within its range. 
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9.0    DEVICE PACKAGING AND PERFORMANCE 

A 32-chaimel single-mode-in and single-mode-out demultiplexer was built and tested. 

Figure 9.1 shows the solid nwde mechanical drawing and a packaged module of tiiis DEMUX. 

The entire package si2» is 10.5x3.0x0.9 inch. The multiplexer was fabricated as a stand-alone 

unit enqjloying a stainless steel housing to provide a themml e^qiamion coefficient conq)atible 

with the lens material. The entire assembling and p^kaging process is passive and epoj^-free, 

which avoids the possible wavelength and imertion loss shifting caused by the UV curing of 

epoxy. Throu^ improving the mechanical design, carefiil choices of optical nmterials, 

employing the epoxy-fiee packaging and sealed package housing, one expects to obtain excellent 

thermal l»havior for Has DEMUX. 

The spectral passtend of the 32-channel WDDM is shown in Figure 9.2 as measured 

iising an ASE source. The average insertion loss was 4.5 dB, and the standard deviation was 

0.74dB. ITie wavelength «»uracy is within 0.078 nm. The IdB p^sband vm-ied from 0.09 to 

0.16 nm, and the 3dB passband varies fi»m 0.16 to 0.26 nm. The variation among channels was 

mainly due to the non-uniform spacing of the fiber array (varying from 140.1 to 164.4pm from 

one end to the other). The tiieoretical 3dB passtends varies from 0.219 t» 0.257 nm. This 

outcome was in relatively good agreement with tiie ejq^rimental results. The average measured 

3dB passbands (0.2 nm) were slightly smaller than the theoretical ones (0.23 nm). 

Fig. 9.1    Solid model assembly drawing(left) and a p^kaged WDDM module (right). 
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This difference arises because it is quite difficult to control the ejract position of the front 

faces of individual fibers during silicon v-groove array fabrication. In addition, polishing after 

fabrication might cause the length of the graded-index fiber to be smaller than designed. The 

passtend is much better than simply using standard single-mode fibers as output fibers. The 

theoretical 3dB p^sband of lOOGHz DWDM using standard single-mode fibers is only 0.06 nm. 

The average crosstalk is -51dB, which is the best channel isolation so fer achieved by 

any WDM technology. The average PDL is 0.36 dB. Table 9.1 shows the detailed measurement 

results for wavelength; insertion loss; passband at the 1-dB, 3-dB, and 20-dB points; crosstalk; 

and polarisation independence loss without any ^rious distortion. This data rate is much higher 

than the 1 to 2.5 GHz rates to which our ^stem k designed. 

We also tested the data transmission bit rate of this demultiplexer. We tested the WDM 

module with a high-qjeed Bit Error Rate Tester (BERT), which was being demonstrated to us by 

representatives of Agilent. Figure 9.3 shows the ^e diagram achieved in this quick study, which 

indicates that the module can process signals up to 12.5GHz 
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Fig. 9.2    Output spectrum of the DEMUX. 
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TABLE 9.1 PERFORMANCE OF THE DEMUX. 

Design 
Wavelength 

(nm) 

Measured 
Wavelengtti 

(nm) 

Different 
(nm) 

Insertion 
Loss 
(dB) 

BW1: 
@ 

1.00 dB 
(nm) 

BW2: 
@ 

3.00 dB 
(nm) 

Crosstalk 
(dB) 

PDL 
(dB) 

1 1567.9522 1567.953 0.0008 3.874 0.101 0.179 49.77 0.828 
2 1567.1312 1567.132 0.0008 5.099 0.093 0.164 50.09 0.821 
3 1566.3138 1566.324 0.0102 5.148 0.097 0.168 48.99 0.767 
4 1565.4959 1565.482 O.0139 4.467 0.095 0.167 50.23 0.74 
5 1564.6788 1^4.683 0.0042 4.316 0.096 0.168 49.84 0.681 
6 1^3.8626 1563.881 0.0184 3.749 0.105 0.176 62.76 0.672 
7 1563.0472 1563.052 0.(X)48 4.336 0.1 0.177 50.81 0.618 
8 1562.2327 1562.244 0.0113 4.724 0.105 0.185 50.84 0.577 
9 1561.4191 1^1.43 0.0109 4.108 0.101 0.173 51.61 0.552 

10 1560.6062 1560.627 0.0208 3.361 0.109 0.183 54.03 0.482 
11 1559.7943 1559.802 0.0077 4.191 0.102 0.177 53.15 0.449 
12 1558.9831 1558.981 -0.0021 4.127 0.097 0.177 52.13 0.414 
13 1558.1729 1558.192 0.0191 4.053 0.108 0.188 51.71 0.378 
14 1557.3634 1557.378 0.0146 3.71 0.099 0.173 54.8 0.362 
15 1556.5548 1556.584 0.0292 4.487 0.099 0.172 53.78 0.313 
16 1555.7471 1555.768 0.0209 4.231 0.099 0.171 53.97 0.256 
17 1554.9401 1554.959 0.0189 3.61 0.109 0.19 54.89 0.269 
18 1554.134 1554.146 0.012 4.059 0.113 0.199 53.2 0.197 
19 1553.3288 1553.36 0.0312 4.52 0.123 0.206 50.88 0.176 
20 1552.5244 1552.558 0.0336 4.552 0.11 0.193 50.79 0.13 
21 1551.7208 1551.736 0.0152 4.372 0.11 0.191 52.51 0.099 
22 1550.918 1550.956 0.038 3.546 0.104 0.185 51.6 0.067 
23 1550.1161 1550.13 0.0139 5.357 0.123 0.216 48.95 0.013 
24 1549.315 1549.357 0.042 3.703 0.119 0.206 52.03 o.om 
25 1548.5148 1548.55 0.0352 5.079 0.121 0.205 48.32 0.078 
26 1547.7153 1547.742 0.0267 5.554 0.123 0.211 48.12 0.096 
27 1546.9167 1546.927 0.0103 6.236 0.132 0.231 49.09 0.141 
28 1546.1189 1546.16 0.0411 5.288 0.133 0.223 47.22 0.186 
29 1545.3219 1545.375 0.0531 4.236 0.144 0.24 49.95 0.218 
30 1544.5258 1544.539 0.0132 5.909 0.13S 0.235 49.07 0.26 
31 1543.7305 1543.768 0.0375 5.866 0.157 0.26 46.14 0.297 
32 1542.9^ 1643.014 0.078 5.104 0.116 0.206 46.55 0.299 

Ave. 
(nm) 0.02055 4.5304 0.1118 0.1936 50.8694 0.36 
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Fig. 9.3    Eye diagram of WDM device when input signal was modulate at 12.5 GHz, 
S/N=7.43. 
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10.0 INTERLEAVER FOR PASSBAND BROADENING 

10.1 Interleaving technolo^ 

The employment of Interleaver technolo^ is a solution to achieve broader passtend. 

Basically, two sepsaate MUX or DeMUX devices with twice the targeted channel spacing are 

combined to «>ver the entire operating window by interleaving the channels. One MUX or 

DeMUX covers the odd channels while the other ojvers the even ones (see Figure 10.1). 

MMAI.A« 

Fig. 10.1 Combination of two DeMUX devices wfth an interleaver performs a 100 
GHz separation using two 200 GHz DeMUX componerrts. 

As is common for a new ekss of devices, there are a number of conqieting technical 

approaches to interleavers with no clear technical winner as of yet. The general principal behind 

interleavers is an interferometric overlap of two beams. The intoference creates a periodic, 

repeating outpirt as different integral multiples of vravelengths pass through the device, and 

controlling the fringe pattern sets the desired channel spacing of the device. 
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Manufecturers today u^ fiised-fiber interferometers, liquid crystob, birefringent ci^tab 

and other more exotic technical approaches to build interleavers. Prolmbly the simplest design in 

terms of technology and raw material is a fu^d-fiber, Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In this 

design, an unequal fiber path length between two 3-dB coupler creates the interference. By 

carefully controlling the path length difference, the channel spacing can be ^ to the desired 

value and matched very well to the ITU grid. Because of the all-fiber design, this technology has 

very low loss, uniform response over a wide wavelength range, very low dispereion and minimal 

polariration dependence effects. Whether ^alx2orlx4 interleaver, fiber-lmsed devices 

provide an excellent balance of cost, reliability, and high performance. These devices allow for 

extremely low insertion loss with very good isolation and teidwidth flexibility. Furthermore, 

very narrow channel qsacings—well beyond those of today, can be achieved with an all-fiber, 

M^h-&hnder device. And finally, the fiber-lwsed devices have excellent dispersion 

performance, a critical feature for high bit rate ^sterns. 

Today's DWDM system deployments require a premium on performance, cost, flexibility 

and reliability. No single technology appeare to provide the optimal solution for all appUcations. 

A careful technology selection or the application of a hybrid approach such as the pairing of 

interleavers and diffraction grating components can be a veiy attractive solutioiL 

10.2    Optical d^ign detail 

A simplified diagram of the optics of the DEMUX is shown in Figure 10.2. Forty- 

channel lOOGHz spared WDM wavelengths were introduced into the DWDM device by a 

single-mode fiber with an FC connector, and then sent to crystal l»sed iitorleaver which 

^parated the optical signals into odd (1,3,5,...39) and even channels (2,4,6,...40). 

A two-layer V-grooved fiber array was umd to (x>llect the input signals and couple the 

outpirt sigimls. There were 21 fibere on each toyer of the fiber array, in which one h used m 

input fiber, the other 20 fibers were msd as output fibere. 

The odd channels were sent to the ii^ut channel of the upper layer V-grooved fiber array. 

ITie even channels were sent to the input channel of the lower layer V-grooved &o&: array. Both 

of the input channeb were located at the far most end of the two fiber arrays. These inputs were 
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collimated by an optimized diffraction limited four-element lens. The same lens fimctions as the 

focusing lens for the demultiplexed signals. 

Figure 10.3 shovre the layout of the optics design. Becau^ of the wide field of view in 

the vertical direction, one needs to used four-element lens system. We used a l**-order echelle 

grating to demultiplex 40 optical signals within the C band with 100-GHz channel spring. The 

working wavelength range was from 1528.37 to 1567.53 nm at the vacuum. The ITU fiber-optic 

telecommunications channel standard determined the wavelength choice. In order to eliminate 

multiple alignments for individual fibers and to incre^e throughput, we deployed a two-layer 

silicon V-grooved fiter array with 21 channel on each layer, which was designed to have 

variable fiber qj^ing because of the nonlinear effect of the angular dispersion. The each layer of 

the fiber array has one ii^ut single-mode fiber at one end to introduce the multiplexed signals, 

and has 20-single-mode outpirt fibers to receive the 20 demultiplexed signals. The spacing of the 

fiber array was designed to be non-uniform varying from 32.64 to 34.72 jtm to obtain accurate 

center wavelength within the ITU grid. 

input Fiber for Odd Channels 

Odd Channels \  input Fiber for Ewn Channels 

Ouqaut Fibers at Top layeX Colllmaang a 
ftir Even Channels \       Refocusing Uns 

Output FIbere 
at Bottom L^r ftir Odd Channels Even Channels 

DIffl'action Grattng 

Optical Interleaver 

Fig. 10.2 A simplified diagram of fiie optics of the DeMUX using an interleaver to 
Iffoaien the pass taid. 
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DiMjWe-Iayer 
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Main Lemes 
Diflfraction 
Grating 

Fig. 10.3 Optical lay out of the imaging system. 

In order to achieve difi&action limited optical design to obtain highest fiber coupling 

eflSciency, we iwed global optimization to optimi:^ the lens curvature, thickness, and spacing. 

Figure 24 shows the root mean square (RMS) of the wavefront error, which clearly shows that 

the RMS of wavefront error of both of the odd channek and even channels are below difi&action 

limit. Figure 10.5 shovra the oi^ut spot diagram matrix drawing of the two-layer demultiplexer. 
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Fig. 10,4 ZEMAX simulation of root nwan sjuare vravefront error of the optics design. 
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.  Fig. 10.5 Output spot diagram matrix drawing of the two-layer demultiplexer. 

10.3    Performance of interleaver-based demultiplexer 

We actually built a proto^pe and measured the i^formance of the demultiplexer. 

Figures 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, and 10.9 show measurement results of insertion loss, crosstalk, pass 

band, and polarization dependent loss, resjwctively 

Fig. 10.6 Insertion loss measurement of the demultiplexer. 
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Fig, 10.7 Adjacent crosstalk measurement of the demultiplexer 
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Fig. 10.8 IdB and 3dB passband of the demultiplexer 
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Fig. 10.9 Polarization dependent loss of the demultiplexer. 

The average imertion loss of the interleaver-based demultiplexer fa 4.76dB, the IdB and 

3dB passtend are 31 and 51GHz respectively. Compared to the IdB and 3dB passband without 

interleaver (17Ghz and 25GH2) demultiplexer, the pass band were almost doubled. 
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11.0   SUMMARY 

In summary, this SBIR program was highly success&l, and a few modules were 

completely packaged for delivery to the JPL labs for further testing. We contorted the JPL team 

at a later stage. However, it appeare that JPL team was not interested in taking delivery of these 

modules. However, a ml of 32-channel WDM/WDDM modules were successfiilly used to 

demonstrate a high throughput bit-serial data transfers between two computers for another 

program. The main achievements of this program are: 

• The specifications, and finali^d the device structure of the WDDM for bit-parallel computer 

architecture have teen established. 

• A bulk ruled reflection high-order Echelle grating was en^loyed to realize high dispersion, to 

achieve high diffraction efSciency within a wide spectral range, and low polarisation 

dependent loss. A diffraction limfted triplet lens was desigiwd to serve for both of 

coUimation and focusing simultaneously, so the device cost and sws were decreased 

dranatically, 

• We also designed a 33-channel fiber array with non-umform channel spacing to conqjensate 

the non-linear effect of angular dfaj^rsion. 

• Graded index lensed fibers were designed and fabricated to expand the mode field diameter, 

and then to increase pa^tend and alignment tolerance. 

• A thorou^ thermal analysw and optimization has been performed to achieve athermalized 

WDM design and jmckaging. 

• In order to fiirther broaden the passtend to meet the specification, a 40 channel 

• 100 GHz interleaver- Im^ DWDM were designed and a prototy[» was built. 

The performaiMe of tlw interleaver l»^ demultiplexer was tested. The average insertion 

loss of the interleaver-based demultiplexer is 4.76dB, the IdB and 3dB passband are 31 and 

51GHz respectively. Con^)ared to the IdB and 3dB passtend without interleaver (17Ghz and 

25GHz) demultiplexer, the passtoids were almost doubled. 
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